
Dell Technologies 
appoints new
Channel Head for
ME, Russia, 
Africa and Turkey
DUBAI: Dell Technologies yesterday
announced that Vangelis Lagousakos has
been appointed as the Senior Director,
Channel for the Middle East, Russia, Africa
and Turkey region. 

In his new role, Vangelis will be responsi-
ble for strengthening relationships with chan-
nel partners, with a view to developing and
enabling a robust partner community.
Through its simple, predictable, and prof-
itable approach, Dell Technologies Partner
Program is designed to drive growth and
profitability for the whole channel ecosystem.
Recognizing that partners are integral to
delivering excellent customer experiences,
the Dell Technologies Partner Program is

designed to drive new
business through a
fully integrated and
streamlined process. 

By providing
access to its broad
portfolio of solutions
and offerings across
its strategically
aligned businesses,
the recently
enhanced program
aims to support part-
ners as they deliver
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n a l
solutions to customers. The program pro-
vides partners with simplified engagement,
training and competencies, new badging and
expanded opportunities around storage and
next-generation cloud solutions to enable
the rapid adoption and optimization of
emerging technologies. 

As the new regional channel lead, Vangelis
will continue to develop a cohesive ecosys-
tem to better serve partners in their effort to
accelerate their customers’ digital transfor-
mation, helping them take advantage of all the
capabilities that Dell Technologies’ family of
businesses offers, while also reskilling their

staff for the future. 
Moving from his role as the Senior

Director for Sales Planning and Operations
Channel Business for EMEA, and with over
30 years of experience Vangelis brings a
wealth of experience and expertise to his new
role. He has worked with Dell Technologies
for 17 years in leadership roles across EMEA,
including a stint as the Regional Sales
Director for the UAE and Gulf region from
2015 to 2017. He replaces Havier Haddad,
who takes on the role of General Manager for
the Gulf region at Dell Technologies. 

Mohammed Amin, Senior Vice President -
Middle East, Russia, Africa and Turkey, Dell
Technologies, said, “Vangelis’ valuable expe-
rience and expertise has been a great asset to
Dell Technologies over the years. His track
record of building relationships and deliver-
ing results, will be critical to our growth in
the region as we strengthen our focus on
enabling our partners to build deep expertise
in delivering the full spectrum of our portfolio
of solutions. Vangelis and his team will con-
tinue to build on the successes of our partner
program by providing partners with a clear
roadmap and investing in skills development,
that will enable them to successfully navigate
the ever-changing digital landscape.” 

KUWAIT: Turkish Airlines cabin crew, whose new uni-
forms take to the skies, redefines elegance in the sky.
The cabin crew will now greet passengers with “wel-
come onboard” dressed in new uniforms on long haul
flights of the national flag carrier. The new cabin crew
uniforms of Turkish Airlines, flying to the most countries
in the world, were designed with the aim of celebrating
the airline’s 85th anniversary and will be visible on the
entire cabin crew on the long haul flights of the flag

carrier as of Tuesday.
The new uniforms in flag-red and anthracite gray

colors, which were rigorously tested on long-range
flights in different climates, have been tailored to
25,000 employees in order for cabin crews to serve
passengers comfortably. Inspired by many classical
details in Turkish culture, from the currents of the
Bosphorus to the artisanal glassware, ceramics and cal-
ligraphy patterns produced by local artisans, the cabin,

cockpit, ground handling personnel and flying chef uni-
forms came to life under a single design in order to give
their passengers a holistic brand experience. 

In his statement regarding the new uniforms, M. Ilker
Ayci, Chairman of the Board and the Executive
Committee of Turkish Airlines said; “The elegance and
comfort of our cabin crews, which constitute the most
important element of our unrivaled service quality, are
of great importance for our brand that continues to fly

at the top of its industry. I believe that our brand’s
presence in the skies will be much more impressive
when the new cabin uniforms, which bear elements of
our culture, are combined with the elegance of our
cabin crews.” Italian haute couturier Ettore Bilotta
designed the new cabin uniforms, which were specially
sewn by Vakko, and the main fabrics were produced by
Altinyildiz, based on the compliance of Turkish Airlines
with flight standards
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Turkish Airlines continues its journey 
to the top with new cabin uniforms

New uniform designed with the aim of celebrating airline’s 85th anniversary

Gulf Bank
extends best
wishes for 
Eid Al-Adha
KUWAIT: On the blessed occasion of
Eid Al-Adha, and as per the approved
guidelines set by the Kuwait Banking
Association (KBA), all Gulf Bank branch-
es and its head office will be closed
Sunday 11 August until Tuesday 13
August and will resume working on
Wednesday 14 August.

Gulf Bank’s customers will continue to
be served around the clock through the
dedicated Customer Contact Center,
which can be reached at 1805805.
Moreover, Gulf Bank’s Interactive Teller

Machines (ITMs) will be available during
the Eid holiday from 8 am until 11:45 pm
in Jabriya, Shaab, Adan, and Fahaheel
(Al-Ghanim Electronics). Clients can also
direct their queries through the Gulf
Bank WhatsApp service on 65805805.
To find out more about the latest prod-
ucts and services, customers can access
the Bank’s online portal (www.e-gulf-
bank.com) or download the Mobile
Banking App (App Store/Android) to
monitor accounts and conduct self-ser-
vice banking transactions. Customers
can also connect with Gulf Bank on its
various social media channels.

Gulf Bank extends its warmest con-
gratulations and best wishes to the Amir
of the State of Kuwait, His Highness
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah; His Highness the Crown Prince,
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah; and His Highness the Prime
Minister, Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah and to the people of
Kuwait on the occasion of Eid Al-Adha. 

Vangelis
Lagousakos

Nexans launches 
straight panels 
with angled 
connector ports 
DUBAI: Nexans, the worldwide leader in
cables and cabling systems, launched two
modular 24 port LANmark patch panels suit-
ed for all snap-in connectors. Both panels
combine the benefits of straight and angled
panels.

Compared to its angled equivalents,
these straight panels:

•  save space inside the cabinet
•  require no recessed mounting positions

for the cabinet door to close
•  eliminate the need for patch guides
Characteristics
•  both panels come with a straight front

shape

•  1 panel has a cable support tray at the
back (N521.681BK), the other not
(N521.680BK)

•  30º mounted twin ports allow for con-
nectors to be placed at an angled position

•  6 twin ports are oriented towards the
left side, 6 others towards right side

•  connectors must be inserted horizontally
(latch right or left) using keystone clips

•  24 blue colored keystone clips are
included in each panel

•  additional cable ties are supplied for the
panel with cable support (N5213681BK) 

Burgan Bank announces 
working hours during 
Eid Al-Adha holiday

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank yesterday
announced that Airport Branch will con-
tinue its operations during the upcoming
Eid Al-Adha holiday. The branch will
remain open 24 hours for seven days a
week, to conveniently provide services
to clients during public holidays. 

The contact center will also be at
customers’ service over the clock at
1804080, to ensure customers enjoy
services throughout the holiday period.
On this occasion, Burgan Bank extends
its best wishes and greetings to the pub-
lic on the coming of Eid Al-Adha. 

Warba Bank to
hold Al-Sunbula
weekly draw today
KUWAIT: Warba Bank, “the Best
Investment Bank” and “Best Corporate
Bank” in Kuwait, will  be organizing its
weekly Sunbula draw Number 30 (today)
on Thursday at 11 am in presence of a rep-
resentative from the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry and the Bank officials. 

Al-Sunbula both account and f ixed
deposits are the perfect choices for cus-
tomers who wish to save money and
achieve steady returns while at the same
time gain the opportunity to win prizes

throughout the year.  In line with the bank’s
mission to develop and differentiate its
offerings, Warba Bank has enhanced its
Sunbula campaign for 2019 with more cash
and prizes reaching more than KD 1 million.

In the running campaign, Warba Bank
continued its weekly draws for 5 winners of
KD 1,000 each throughout the year, yet
introduce the “Mega Draws” that take
place on a quarterly basis to reveal five
winners, the 1st winner gets KD 100,000 in
cash!  The four winners thereafter will each
get the latest 2019 Land Cruiser 5.7 VXR.
And more, as the last Mega Draw will give
away 2 more Land Cruisers!

As per the winning chances, each cus-
tomer will be participating in the draw for
each KD 10 in the Sunbula Account.  It is
also worth noting that the Sunbula Fixed
Deposit rewards its investor with both high
expected returns, reaching up to 3.5 per-

cent, as well as winning chances.  And such
investors have full flexibility in choosing the
desired tenure and the profit distribution
method. 

Furthermore, Warba Bank is leveraging
on its Customer Onboarding solution, in
line with its ambitious five-year strategy
that enables non-Warba Bank customers to
request the opening of Al-Sunbula account
in a simple electronic manner without hav-
ing to visit the branch, through 5 simple
steps in five minutes. New customers will
be able to request opening the account at
anytime, anywhere, through the new and
unique electronic system used to implement
this service. Representatives will then con-
tact the customer to determine the appro-
priate t ime to vis i t  the branch to get
required signatures, verify the customer’s
identity, deliver his/her debit card, and
activate the account.


